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DichroGlass™ is a visually dynamic, viewer-interactive glass product
unlike any other product seen before. DichroGlass™ is the first
laminated glass sheet that incorporates dichroic, color-changing
films that actually change color in full spectrum color shifts according
to viewing angle.
We also offer DichroGlass™ in standard dichroic glass panels in larger
sizes than found anywhere — 48” x 96” maximum. These panels a
produced in a multi-million dollar metal deposition chambers and we
can apply to clear or textured glasses.
				Large panel sizes are available as
well as custom fabrication. Contact
us today to learn more:
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Composition
DichroGlass™ is either a laminated or tempered glass product depending on the option selected. Both options meet all safety requirements.
Please visit our web site to see available options.
Basic Uses
Available in vertical, horizontal, and glass flooring panels. Recommended
for interior, as well as some limited exterior applications and whenever a
visually dynamic, full spectrum color shifting appearance is a desirable part
of the design concept, whether backlighting or using for opaque surfacing.
SIZE AVAILABILITY AND COLOR
Laminated: Available in 95” lengths, cut to size lists (as well as special
order extended lengths) and the following widths: 38” and up to 48” for
most laminations.
Tempered: 48” x 96” maximum sheet size
Colors
It is very difficult to specify a product that has many colors of the rainbow
in one surface. Color specification is based on reflection color at perpendicular viewing, and transmitted color is always complimentary (opposite)
to reflected color—all the way through the color shift. Transmission color
at right angle viewing will be aqua blue/green, shifting through deep blue,
then magenta at skew angle viewing, while reflection color will be copper/
red shifting through yellow/gold and into green at skew angles.
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